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That’s why, to help guide us through the new year, we’ve put together  
our very first Predictionary — part-dictionary, part-prediction, containing 
21 words that will define 2021. So, if you’re feeling skeptimistic about 
quaranternity, foodtigued from eating the same things over and over, or 
dreaming of your vaccication, fear not, we’re here to help you understand 
what’s going on and how to navigate 2021. (By the way, we recommend 
dressing in your finest couchcore, and going for a walktail, which we  
consider a form of altercise). 

Here’s to hoping your Day Ones in 2021 are a little more straight forward. ✌

PRESENTED BY DAY ONE AGENCY

As we all know, it 
was hard to make 
sense of 2020. 
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Just about everything that possibly could’ve gone wrong here on 
Earth went wrong, but up in the stars, something else was playing out. 
2020 marked the year that the space industry thrived. Enter the new 
space race. From the first privately designed and built spacecraft 
carrying astronauts to space, to Virgin Galactic launching an IPO and 
the discovery of 300 habitable planets, 2020 marked the dawn of a 
new space age. Space was also a prominent force across the fashion, 
beverage, lifestyle and entertainment industries. Yes, we even saw 
some TikTokers send a #client Chipotle burrito to space. Even Fast 
and Furious (really, how many sequels will they make?) announced 
that they will be headed to space. Even our vacations are inspired 
by the stars. And how could we forget the extraterrestrial mystery 
swirling around the monolith?   

How will this shape 2021? With more people (yes, even New 
Yorkers) purchasing cars as “escape pods,” our yearning to 
reach for the stars will likely substitute the inclination to go on 
a long drive after a stressful day (See P for Poltergeisting). In 
2021 we’ll go to the moon, to mars, and expand the search for 
extraterrestrial life — and more locally, we’ll resume exploring 
life beyond our front doors (even if we are just Zillow surfing).

Noun —  A new frontier, a renewed sense 
of infatuation with the outer realms driven 
by innovation and a longing for escape.

Alienation
[eyl-yuhn-nay-shun]

C R E D I T:  N A SA
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https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/05/world/nasa-300-million-habitable-planets-intl-hnk-scli-scn/index.html
https://hypebeast.com/2020/10/adidas-ultraboost-2020-nasa-first-look-release-info
https://vinepair.com/booze-news/spacex-wines-from-space/
https://www.highsnobiety.com/p/nasa-shooting-ads-in-space/
https://www.theguardian.com/games/2020/apr/24/travis-scott-concert-fortnite-more-than-12m-players-watch
https://www.tiktok.com/@chipotle/video/6888800963797323013?lang=en
https://www.newsweek.com/fast-furious-9-space-f9-ludacris-michelle-rodriguez-1532246
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.lsnglobal.com/news/article/26440/urban-escape-pods-inspired-by-interstellar-travel&sa=D&ust=1611346079099000&usg=AOvVaw01iEvk5ufnBBkCn9hnQB5L
https://www.vox.com/culture/22062796/monoliths-utah-california-romania
https://www.vice.com/en/article/7kppab/new-yorkers-are-thinking-about-getting-cars-because-of-covid-19
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2021/01/25/have-we-already-been-visited-by-aliens
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2021/01/25/have-we-already-been-visited-by-aliens
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/19/style/zillow-surfing-home-listings.html
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Altercise
[alt-er-cyse]

Stuck at home (and without the ability to use that gym 
membership they unfortunately got on January 1, 2020) people 
yearned for new activities and creative ways to exercise. 
Rollerblading for example, saw a huge uptick in popularity in late 
2020 as people looked for a fun way to exercise, get out of the 
house and social distance all at once. Some have even taken to 
VR fitness apps on their #client Oculus headsets that teleport 
you to far off realms while also getting your heart rate going. 

How will this shape 2021? People will continue to opt 
for workout routines that are more varied, interactive 
and interesting than the standard gym membership.  
Alternate forms of exercise that integrate AR, VR and 
other forms of multimedia with entertainment at the  
core will continue to expand.

Noun —  A rejection of gyms and traditional 
forms of exercise in favor of alternative (virtual 
and IRL) activities such as rollerblading or  
dodging virtual asteroids.
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/wellness/how-to-get-around-get-exercise-get-cool-this-summer-roller-skating/2020/07/07/971a2fde-bc79-11ea-bdaf-a129f921026f_story.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/01/technology/confessions-of-a-virtual-reality-gym-rat.html
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C R E D I T:  N E W  YO R K  T I M ES

Couchcore
[kouch-kore]

Noun —  Style with an emphasis on comfort and utility.

You don’t need us to tell you that in 2020, people ditched their 
jeans for sweatpants, in fact, you’re probably wearing them 
right now. #Client Nike even came out with a new shoe that 
encourages you to “Just Do Nothing.” Loungewear came out 
of the shadows and became a force to reckon with across the 
industry. Athleisure was no longer considered “lazy,” it was a 
necessity (finally, welcome to the right side of history). Crocs, 
the world’s most polarizing shoe, had its best year ever, thanks 
in part to a slew of high-profile collaborations. Even Mucinex, 
Mucinex!, got in on the action, rolling out an athleisure line 
with antimicrobial fabric that includes features like removable 
pillows, eye masks, aromatherapy sleeves and built in pockets 
for tissues.    

How will this shape 2021? 
In 2020 we put a premium on 
comfort. While we won’t be 
wearing sweatpants forever, 
expect more brands to introduce 
clothing with a purpose (quite 
literally). We’ll see clothing with 
built-in features like masks, 
self-purifying and antimicrobial 
fabrics made to comfort us, 
keep us safe and counter 
whatever the world throws our 
way in 2021 and beyond.

C R E D I T:  M U C I N E X

C R E D I T:  G R E E N H O U S E
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https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/08/06/magazine/fashion-sweatpants.html
https://hypebeast.com/2020/8/nike-offline-mule-sandal-official-release-date-info
https://www.papermag.com/crocs-2020-2649619059.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/29/style/bad-bunny-crocs.html?action=click&module=RelatedLinks&pgtype=Article
https://www.instagram.com/p/CGkr3pxjGf7/?igshid=1y0o9kqs5mg9p
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2020 was tough for traditional media outlets—
newsrooms and media jobs suffered the brunt of job 
losses and made way for a new type of media model, DTF 
(direct-to-fan) media. Platforms like Substack, Patreon 
and OnlyFans have seen astronomical growth as creators 
have come to realize that they can quickly monetize 
intimate fan bases, even if that only means broadcasting 
to 100 of them. Some creators are already commodifying 
themselves —  literally. Rappers Lil Yachty and Lil Pump 
created their own crypto currency and artist Jonas 
Lund created the Lund Token that allows fans to “Join 
the community that controls & influences Jonas Lund’s 
artistic practice & life.” 

How will this shape 2021? In 2021, we’ll venture 
further into an alternative media economy.   
Along with existing movements away from ad-
driven media models, prepare for the influx of 
direct-to-consumer structures and individual 
monetization. The legacy media conglomerates 
– while not quite obsolete, will no longer maintain 
the control they once did over the market, and 
brands, creators, journalists, gamers, sexworkers 
and even athletes will continue to tap into more 
niche and intimate consumer bases with the help 
of burgeoning platforms, new technologies and 
innovative mechanisms of financial transaction. 

Noun —  Direct to fan media; emerging 
media platforms and services that allow 
creators to circumvent traditional main-
stream gatekeepers to communicate  
and transact directly with their fans. 

DTF Media
[dih-rekt-to-fan mee-dee-uh]
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https://thehill.com/homenews/media/527937-us-media-layoffs-on-track-for-record-high-in-2020
https://thehill.com/homenews/media/527937-us-media-layoffs-on-track-for-record-high-in-2020
https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-media-trends-05d5db7e-e9da-404c-8e64-ef1dc77c5381.html?chunk=4&utm_term=emshare#story4
https://hypebeast.com/2020/12/lil-pump-pumpcoin-cryptocurrency-info
https://jlt.ltd/
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DIFY
(Do it for 
Yourself)
[dee-ahy-ef-wahy]

According to the Global Web Index, 43% of consumers 
have been spending more time on hobbies at home. 
People are increasingly finding therapeutic potential  
and educational opportunities by engaging in new 
hobbies and side projects. We’re learning to become 
bakers, mixologists, translators, carpenters, mechanics 
and even the next Bob Ross. The personal masterclass 
mindset is becoming more entrenched and speaks to a 
wider move towards self-prioritization and disconnecting 
from the disruption brought about by 2020. 

How will this shape 2021? From craft-making 
to skill-building, we’re likely to see the rise of the 
hobby economy and the DIY lifestyle. Brands 
will tap into the hobby economy by offering their 
own masterclasses and behind-the-scenes 
footage, bringing consumers along the way in the 
production process and teaching them how to do 
it themselves.

Noun —  Do It For Yourself; a beginner’s mindset; 
the act of taking on hobbies as a form of  
entertainment, self-improvement, and self-care.
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https://www.globalwebindex.com/hubfs/1.%20Coronavirus%20Research%20PDFs/GWI%20coronavirus%20findings%20March%202020%20-%20Multi-Market%20data%20(Release%203).pdf
https://www.lsnglobal.com/retail/article/25559/makers-market
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Fauxmmute
[fo-mute]

Verb —  The act of faking the commute  
to work while stuck working from home.

When work is home and home is work, the boundaries 
disappear. For many, this will become a permanent reality. 
#Client Facebook announced that its employees will have the 
option of working from home permanently. An Upwork survey 
shows that by 2025, 36.2 million Americans will be working 
remotely, an 87% increase from pre-pandemic levels. But for 
all of the supposed convenience of the WFH lifestyle, many 
miss the ritual of getting out the door, or seeing their go-to 
barista or coffee cart guy in the morning. Some even listen 
to playlists dedicated to the sounds of city life just to feel like 
they’re going somewhere. The fauxmmute has emerged as a 
make-believe commute that includes activities like taking a 
pre-work stroll around the block or riding a bike through the 
park — that mirror a non-WFH lifestyle.

How will this shape 2021? With  
nearly a quarter of Americans expected 
to continue to WFH in 2021, expect 
more employers to roll out flexible work 
weeks and wellness initiatives meant to 
maintain a balance between work and life. 
Fauxmmutes might even be integrated into 
at-home workouts or via other technology 
as well. Microsoft Teams is already testing 
a “digital commute.” Maybe instead of 
riding a Peloton in the Swiss Alps as your 
workout, you’ll find yourself dodging traffic 
riding through midtown to make your 9 AM 
meeting – in your room. 
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https://www.vox.com/recode/2020/5/21/21266570/facebook-remote-work-from-home-mark-zuckerberg-twitter-covid-19-coronavirus
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/15/one-in-four-americans-will-be-working-remotely-in-2021-survey.html
https://www.adweek.com/creativity/miss-the-sounds-of-a-bustling-city-the-new-york-public-library-compiled-them-into-an-album/
https://www.engadget.com/microsoft-teams-virtual-commute-141044437.html
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In 2020, we made sourdough, TikTok coffee, and just about 
everything else we could find in our fridge — and that was just 
the first month of quarantine. But then, naturally, we grew tired 
of eating the same sorry food all of the time, and some of us 
even missed the $14 salad spot across from the office.  

How will this shape 2021? Quarantine was a boon 
for meal kit delivery services, and with foodtigue’d 
consumers likely to be at home for a decent chunk of 
2021, expect new and innovative ways of making the  
at-home cooking experience exciting. #Client American 
Express introduced Resy at Home giving consumers the 
opportunity to experience their favorite restaurants at 
home in a unique and personalized manner. Foodtigue 
will be countered by a desire for renewed culinary 
experiences and exploration.

Foodtigue
[food-teeg]

Noun —  When you get tired of eating  
the same (few) things that you know how 
to cook. 
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https://www.vox.com/the-highlight/2020/5/19/21221008/how-to-bake-bread-pandemic-yeast-flour-baking-ken-forkish-claire-saffitz
https://www.washingtonpost.com/food/2020/12/24/these-10-food-trends-fed-us-year-like-no-other/?arc404=true
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/05/22/how-coronavirus-pandemic-delivery-surge-gave-new-life-to-blue-apron.html
https://blog.resy.com/2020/06/at-home/
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Gen V 
[jen-vee]

According to a Morning Consult poll, the Pandemic and 
the Black Lives Matter movement were listed as the 
two most impactful events of Gen Z’s life. Just like WWI 
was a defining moment for an entire generation (see: 
every book written by Hemingway), the events of 2020 
— an exhausting mixture of a global pandemic, political 
entropy, environmental and economic devastation and 
the ongoing fight for social and racial justice — will shape 
the contours of Gen V for decades to come. Workers 
under the age of 25 experienced a 93% higher rate of 
layoffs during the pandemic than those over 35 years old. 
Many are even turning to forums like TikTok to show off 
their resumes and stand out in a dim job market. A survey 
from Handshake found that 49% of Gen Zers report 
increased anxiety due to the economic climate created 
by Covid-19. Nearly 2.2 million of the 2.7 million U.S.  
adults who moved back in with a parent, are Gen Zers. 

Noun —  Generation Virus; the generation on  
the cusp of entering the real world had their plans 
and lives upended by an unreal global crisis.

How will this shape 2021? Despite the fact 
that only 19% of Gen Zers believe the U.S. is 
heading in the right direction, a majority of 
Gen Zers believe that they increasingly have 
the power to change society for the better. 
Spotify found that 62% of global Gen Zers are 
ready to rebuild society from the ground up. 
No doubt Gen V will spearhead widespread 
social, economic and cultural reformation – 
altering and upending outdated systems of 
government, education and economics into 
more equitable and sustainable infrastructures. 
Most importantly, with 66% of Americans 
believing that CEOs should take the lead on 
change rather than waiting for the government 
to impose change, brands will be at the fore-
front of facilitating a new generation. 
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https://morningconsult.com/form/gen-z-worldview-tracker/#section-10
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/06/01/how-the-coronavirus-pandemic-is-shaping-the-future-for-gen-z.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/06/01/how-the-coronavirus-pandemic-is-shaping-the-future-for-gen-z.html
https://www.vice.com/en/article/889ymz/as-the-job-market-collapses-gen-z-is-making-resumes-on-tiktok
https://www.vice.com/en/article/889ymz/as-the-job-market-collapses-gen-z-is-making-resumes-on-tiktok
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/handshake-data-reveals-gen-z-is-prioritizing-mental-health-in-the-workplace-301139365.html
https://www.zillow.com/research/coronavirus-adults-moving-home-27271/
https://morningconsult.com/form/gen-z-worldview-tracker/#section-10
https://ads.spotify.com/en-GB/culture-next/the-2020-report/?utm_source=linkedin_gb_na_marketingopinionleaders_traffic&utm_medium=paidsocial&utm_campaign=2020q3_b2b_single_brandbuilding_culturenext_paidsocial&utm_content=insight
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/edelman-trust-barometer-2021-ceo-government/
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Interiority 
Complex
[In-tee-ree-or-ity kom-plecks]

Noun —  The need to (propelled by lockdown) 
reimagine and redesign one room to serve 
many purposes.

They say home is where the heart is, but in 2020, 
home was where the office, the bar, the gym, and, well, 
everything was. Covid-19 and subsequent stay-at-home 
orders made generation homebody a necessity. The new 
pressure on our living spaces forced many to hack their 
homes and transform them into offices, classrooms, 
gyms, art studios and entertainment spaces. This 
led to a boom in revenue for home goods stores like 
Lowes and Home Depot, which saw daily foot traffic 
across their retail locations up 35% compared to 2019. 
People are also creating “sensory spaces” ( just to ~feel 
something~), buying candles to make one room feel and 
smell different, or LED lights to give bedrooms and living 
rooms moody vibes.  

How will this shape 2021? The trend is likely 
to continue well into 2021, especially as WFH 
becomes less of an experiment and more of an 
ongoing reality. Alongside the rise of “DIFY” (see 
D for DIFY) culture, we expect people to become 
their own Marie Kondos, and brands will offer 
solutions to transform spaces into multipurpose 
hybrid rooms. 
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https://www.lsnglobal.com/markets/article/25291/generation-homebody
https://www.wsj.com/articles/home-improvement-stocks-stay-the-course-amid-nesting-during-covid-19-11598011211
https://www.ft.com/content/dbab88c8-513f-4517-9e93-34ac1b5024d7
https://business.pinterest.com/content/pinterest-predicts/vibey-lights/
https://www.businessinsider.com/companies-asking-employees-to-work-from-home-due-to-coronavirus-2020
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In the midst of uncertainty and high consumer anxiety, 
people are flocking to items that give them comfort and 
remind them of a more normal, less frantic time. Nostalgia 
has driven substantial sales in sports memorabilia, Pokemon 
cards, cars, video games, clothing, food, and booze. And yes, 
people are really buying vintage Aladdin t-shirts for $6,000. 
The boom in vintage items also coincides with the rise of the 
circular economy. Secondhand and vintage apparel hubs like 
DePop and Basic.Space are thriving, with the secondhand 
apparel market expected to be worth $64 billion over the 
next five years and resale expected to increase fivefold over 
the same period. Shopping, and economics for that matter, is 
increasingly being driven by what’s in your closet and what’s 
on your trophy shelf, not what you saw online.  

How will this shape 2021? Vintage items will 
increasingly be treated like stocks and bonds. Expect 
new digital marketplaces like Sotheby’s “Buy Now” — 
a marketplace that skews towards a younger, more 
digital-savvy crowd and allows consumers to bypass 
the traditional auction model—to pop up too. Brands 
will also tap into consumers’ cravings for nostalgia, 
not by creating new products, but by hiring people for 
positions like “Head of Vintage” or “Creative Nostalgia 
Associate” whose primary role  
will be to curate items from previous seasons or eras. 

Noun —  An economy that revolves 
around vintage items.

Nostalgiaconomy
[no-stal-juh-kon-uh-mee]
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesagencycouncil/2020/07/30/high-anxiety-how-fear-and-optimism-shape-consumer-shopping-behavior/?sh=2a93e2d17c7b
https://www.espn.com/espn/story/_/id/30009629/how-coronavirus-internet-tons-money-unexpectedly-fueled-sports-cards-biggest-boom
https://hypebeast.com/2021/1/pokemon-first-edition-base-set-booster-box-sold-408k-heritage-auctions
https://hypebeast.com/2021/1/pokemon-first-edition-base-set-booster-box-sold-408k-heritage-auctions
https://www.thedrive.com/news/32811/millennial-nostalgia-for-the-1980s-and-1990s-will-reshape-the-auto-industry-forever
https://www.vox.com/culture/21452434/super-mario-3d-all-stars-nintendo-switch-games-like-animal-crossing
https://www.wsj.com/articles/vintage-patagonia-fleeces-fluff-thats-worth-a-fortune-11607361069
https://www.lsnglobal.com/opinion/article/26340/noshtalgia-why-classic-tastes-are-driving-food-innovation
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/12/nyregion/catskills-farm-distilleries-prohibition.html?action=click&module=Editors%20Picks&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.wsj.com/articles/6-000-for-an-aladdin-t-shirt-the-exploding-movie-merch-market-11600705795
https://www.thredup.com/resale/#resale-growth
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bluecarreon/2020/12/07/sothebys-launches-new-see-now-buy-now-platform/?ss=lifestyle&sh=43469fc42162
https://www.gq.com/story/designer-resale-market-gucci-the-row
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How will this shape 2021? The  
hyper-exclusive, one-to-one model  
of retail which used to be reserved  
for high-end, big money customers  
will fade. Expect the democratization  
of the concierge. Brands will embrace  
a mix of AI, AR, social commerce and 
yes, even real human beings, to 
connect consumers with their products. 
More brands will also become media 
companies in their own right, creating 
brand-focused content on their own 
channels where story, culture and 
commerce exist side-by-side. 

With most people shopping online and e-commerce’s 
share of fashion sales nearly doubling from 16 to 29 
percent globally, fashion, spirits and even automobile 
industries have adapted their communications and sales 
tactics to become more personalized. In China, millions 
tune into livestreams to watch sales associates and 
influencers share new products and close sales – all from 
behind a screen. In the U.S. livestream shopping is set to 
be worth $25 billion by 2023. New retail apps like The 
Yes use an AI algorithm to personalize your shopping 
experience through a series of yes and no questions. And 
your correspondent makes a weekly call to his local wine 
shop to get recommendations with the proprietor. Yes, I 
would like to speak to a representative. 

Noun —  The emergence of digital white-glove 
shopping experiences (either powered by humans  
or AI) that replaced in-store connections.

Personal AI-sisstant
[pur-suh-nl ay-eye-sis-tant]
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https://www.lsnglobal.com/big-ideas/article/26436/the-hyper-local-services-levelling-up-logistics
https://www.highsnobiety.com/p/special-report-fashion-brands-become-media-content-social/?utm_source=Highsnobiety+Newsletter&utm_campaign=d8795fb2e6-newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_54b284222a-d8795fb2e6-86855290&mc_cid=d8795fb2e6&mc_eid=3fcf270a32
https://www.highsnobiety.com/p/special-report-fashion-brands-become-media-content-social/?utm_source=Highsnobiety+Newsletter&utm_campaign=d8795fb2e6-newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_54b284222a-d8795fb2e6-86855290&mc_cid=d8795fb2e6&mc_eid=3fcf270a32
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/state-of-fashion
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/state-of-fashion
https://fortune.com/2021/01/07/livestream-video-shopping-hsn-qvc/
https://coresight.com/%20research/livestreaming-e-commercetakes-off-in-the-us/
https://www.vogue.com/article/the-yes-shopping-app
https://www.vogue.com/article/the-yes-shopping-app
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Poltergeisting
[pohl-ter-gahysting]

Noun —  The feeling of being trapped behind your 
screen; the sense of shock that comes with seeing your 
weekly screen time report.

With life moving almost entirely online over the past year, screen time has gone through 
the roof. Screens are  undoubtedly a part of our quarantine lives. We doom-scroll, binge 
watch, and are #alonetogether on Zoom. Every day we switch from good screen  
to bad screen. Did this just become a pitch for a Black Mirror episode?  

How will this shape 2021? The technologies that came to become extensions  
of our lives in 2020 will most likely stick around for the foreseeable future, but 
expect people to make some concerted efforts to disconnect. 2021 will see 
a resurgence of slow social, other forms of physical media or more analogue 
methods of correspondence. Some brands like Botegga Venetta are already 
making inroads with this approach, going off social in an effort to bring back 
slower methods of communication. 
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We’re still stuck behind our screens, watching sports games 
with artificial crowd noise pumped through the TV and — hold 
on, I have to get my sourdough out of the oven. We devise fake 
commutes to make our work life seem more “normal,” create 
our own masterclasses, and speak with AI assistants while we 
shop. We still watch what is seemingly the same ad over and 
over again. We plan our vaccications (to anywhere but here), 
grab walktails with our pods and skip the theaters to watch 
Tenet on HBOMax – no, really, what was that about?  

How will this shape 2021? Quaranternity is, fortunately, 
a mindset. This will end, but for now, it is our normal. 
Go out for a walktail or get some altercise to take your 
mind off it. The brands that meet customers where they 
are (but can also transport them to where they want to 
be) through novel experiences and surprise and delight 
moments will win the day.

Noun —  Never ending quarantine.  
Yes, we’re still in lockdown.

Quaranternity
[kwawr-uhn-turn-ity]
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Safety- 
First Food
[seyf-tee-furst food]

Social distancing measures prompted widespread 
changes in restaurant layouts, food packaging and 
methods of order fulfilment. QSR restaurants announced 
new, digital-only restaurant models with an emphasis on 
contactless drive-thru and pickup counters. Our #client 
Chipotle rolled out tamper-free delivery packaging, and 
Whole Foods opened its first “ghost supermarket” closed 
to walk-in customers. 

How will this shape 2021? The restaurant 
industry is likely not going back to what it once 
was. With growing demand for delivery and given 
that recent surveys show 42% of Americans worry 
about the cleanliness of the products they buy at 
the grocery store, expect more restaurants, food 
services and delivery apps to promote contactless 
delivery, embrace touchless tech and alter their 
physical footprints to limit human interaction. By 
the end of the year we may see a resurgence at the 
other end of the spectrum: intimate, white glove 
dining experiences.

Noun —  An evaluation of one’s food and  
dining experiences based on a new criteria:  
limited human interaction.
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Shoptivist
[shop-tuh-vist]

Verb —  Consumer mindset in which activism  
is ingrained in purchasing decisions.

Conscious consumption is not exactly a new phenomenon. 
People buy (RED) Apple products to support the Global 
Fund to Fight Aids, wear shoes made from trees and eat 
“meat” made in labs. But with 2020  — and all of the chaos, 
controversy and confusion surrounding it — the idea of 
shopping your values became a dominant consumer mindset. 
People purchased merch to fund the USPS and support the 
NHS. Companies began to roll out “impact receipts” revealing 
the environmental impact of their products. Bookshop.org 
emerged as an anti-Amazon partner to local bookshops. 
#Client American Express teamed up with Showfields 
to promote small, Black-owned businesses. And more 
importantly, taking a stand on social and political issues  
has no longer become a choice, it’s a requirement. 

How will this shape 2021? Consumers 
will be eager to support brands who offer 
something more than profit margins and will 
expect far more than catchy sloganeering. 
We’ll see less mindless consumerism and 
more deliberate purchasing habits. Apps 
with an emphasis on transparency like 
“goods unite us” will become more available 
and used often. Shoppers will be quick to 
pull their support for brands with empty 
catch phrases and will expect that they 
play a role as stewards of change. 
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It might be 2021, but who are we kidding, it certainly still 
feels a bit like 2020. The repetitiveness of routines (see 
Q for Quaranternity) is compounded by a perennial state 
of whiplash, being thrust from one crisis to the next. But 
out of crises, like a phoenix out of the proverbial ashes 
of 2020, there’s actually a lot to be hopeful about for the 
future. But if you’re not willing to take the full leap into 
optimism, welcome to skeptimism.  

How will this shape 2021? Recent surveys 
indicate that 70% of Americans are more hopeful 
about what 2021 has in store for them personally. 
We’ve made unprecedented inroads in science, 
medicine and technology, and are stepping up to 
repressive systems of government and authority. 
2020 threw a lot our way, it’s easy to sway back-
and-forth between doom scrolling and feeling 
hopeful about the future, but in 2021 we foresee 
the feeling of skeptimism will be superseded by 
one of full-on optimism.

Noun —  Hoping things will get  
better while being skeptical that 
they actually will; a combination  
of optimism and skepticism.

Skeptimism
[skep-tuh-mysim]
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A mixture of economic uncertainty, social distancing  
measures and travel restrictions have put a halt on plans to 
attend concerts, travel overseas, or purchase new items. But 
with flickering signs that the economy will rev up in 2021 thanks 
in large part to the vaccine rollout and the increasing likelihood 
of massive monetary and fiscal stimulus, big-ticket retail and 
experiential is likely to see a massive bounce back thanks in 
large part to this new consumer psychology. 

How will this shape 2021? If China’s economic recovery 
is any indicator, people will be eager to embrace many of 
the experiences of pre-2020 life. Just like how the 1918 flu 
gave way to the roaring 20s, we might expect something 
like the roaring 2020s. While many remain skeptimistic 
about the future, expect people to come out of the gates 
sprinting and consuming in a post-pandemic world.

Noun —  Shopping-starved consumers emerging out 
of lockdown ready to splurge after a year of “saving” 
by making more luxury purchases than normal.

Spree-For-All
[spree-for-awl]
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Streamiere
[streem-meer]

Noun —  A revolution in movie premieres that 
happen in your living room first.

Many suspected that the release of Cats would be the 
downfall of the traditional movie industry, but in reality it 
turned out to be something a bit more unfortunate. The 
pandemic solidified the shift towards streaming as the main 
source of entertainment consumption and permanently 
altered film release models. Warner Bros. announced in  
early December that all of its 2021 releases would go directly 
to HBO Max (unless you’re Tom Cruise), Disney postponed 
most of their movies and Netflix continued to make waves  
with new releases like Queen’s Gambit and Mank. 

How will this shape 2021? 2021 will be the year of the 
Streamiere. Netflix already announced that they will be 
releasing one movie every week in 2021. No more $25 
popcorn, instead your streaming subscription bills will 
continue to rise. The old movie release model will be 
replaced with one that brings films directly into viewers’ 
homes — and a quick release to Netflix or HBO will no 
longer mean that the film was a flop. 2021 presents an 
opportunity for brands to cater to this new occasion, 
surprising and delighting fans in their new home theaters.
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The era of the traditional influencer and celebrity is waning. 
It took a hit when celebs decided to get together and sing 
“Imagine” and rent out private islands in the middle of a 
global pandemic and ongoing social justice crisis. Enter 
the “unfluencer.” They’re writers, journalists, activists, and 
just regular people. They use their platforms to spearhead 
substantive change in their respective industries, whether 
their writing newsletters or raising money on TikTok. They 
offer more than just an aesthetic — they are relatable. 
They work, pass legislation, save lives, march for change, 
design their own clothes, and yes, even make TikToks.

How will this shape 2021? No doubt that 
influencers will remain a key medium for brands to 
communicate with consumers, but the idea that you 
need 100K+ followers to gain traction will no longer 
be the case. The biggest wins will come from brands 
that tap genuine superfans whose content and 
mission accurately reflects societal realities on the 
ground, not on a private island. 

Noun —  The elevation of everyday people  
and ‘real heroes’ as the new celebrity.

Unfluencer
[un-floo-uhn-ser]
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Vaccication
[vax-ee-kay-shun]

With most of us suffering from perennial cabin fever, people are 
taking the time to plan big trips in 2021. Pinterest saw a 50% increase 
in searches year-over-year for luxury vacation and 7x increase in 
searches year over year for dream vacations. Bookings for 2021 
rapidly picked up picked up after the Pfizer vaccine was authorized in 
December. According to the travel agency Virtuoso, hotel bookings 
for the month of June 2021 are up 146% over May 2021. So, where will 
you go in 2021? 

How will this shape 2021? Staycations might just become  
the thing of the past. Even for those who are not planning 
luxury getaways across the pond just yet, travel is most likely  
to see an immense uptick in the second-half of 2021 with 
people seeking out unique experiences beyond the walls of 
their own home or computer screen. Tech companies are 
already discussing designing vaxports [vaccination passport],  
a type of digital passport or immunity card that you show 
before getting on a flight or entering a large venue to prove  
that you’ve been vaccinated.

Noun —  The first trip you take after you’re  
vaccinated and travel opens up.
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Walktail
[walk-teyl]

Verb —  A new, foot-powered form of enjoying 
a cocktail combining two popular quarantine 
activities: walking and drinking.

In early 2020, canned cocktails were becoming en vogue 
across the spirits industry and some even went so far as  
to say that they were “finally becoming good.” Then they 
became a necessity. As bars closed and other gatherings 
largely prohibited, people found innovative ways to enjoy  
their drinks. States lobbied heavily to make cocktails-to-go 
legal, and revelers now openly sip their libations in coffee  
cups and tall boys in brown paper bags, or just openly drink 
spiked seltzers while on a stroll. 

How will this shape 2021? More innovation in 
the spirits industry, creating new types of bottles, 
pre-batched cocktails, packaging and means of 
order fulfillment. 
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Head to our website and subscribe to our 
newsletter for more rising trends and insights!

http://d1a.com
https://d1a.us3.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=ff85a4144b469e501b6ae31d3&id=1e323d30e7

